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Bats to Provide Market and Trade Data to Money.Net 
Fast-growing, Financial Technology Provider to Utilize the Bats One Feed 

 

KANSAS CITY and NEW YORK – March 28, 2016 – Bats Global Markets (Bats), a 
leading global operator of exchanges and services for financial markets, today 
announced that it is now providing real-time stock quote and trade information via 
the Bats One Feed to Money.Net, the fast-growing financial terminal. 
 
The Bats One Feed is a market data product from Bats that provides cost-effective, 
high-quality quote and trade information for market participants looking for 
comprehensive, real-time market data across all four of Bats’ U.S equities exchanges 
– BZX, BYX, EDGA and EDGX – through one license. These four exchanges combine 
to make Bats consistently the #1 exchange operator by market share for U.S. equities 
trading, excluding opening and closing auction volume, as well as the top destination 
for exchange-traded fund (ETF) trading, handling 26.2% of all ETF trading in February 
2016. 
 
Money.Net began delivering the Bats One Feed last week via its comprehensive 
financial terminal. Money.Net customers will have the choice of using Bats data 
alone, which is a value play alternative many customers have been seeking, or a 
choice of accessing a full U.S. equity price feed from all non-Bats trading venues, 
which involves additional small monthly exchange fees.  
 
“As one of the fastest-growing market data service providers, Money.Net’s low-cost 
approach to providing accurate, real-time market data has really resonated with 
investors and traders and we’re excited to partner with them,” said Bryan Harkins, 
Executive Vice President and Head of U.S. Markets at Bats. “As Bats is one of the 
largest U.S. equities market operators, the Bats One Feed provides a high-quality 
view of the U.S. equities market and is ideal for those looking for reference data at a 
reasonable cost.” 
 
“Money.Net is excited to now offer a Bats feed in addition to all of the other real-time 
equity price data offered to Money.Net customers,” said Morgan Downey, CEO of 
Money.Net. “The addition of the Bats One Feed to Money.Net allows us to provide 
our customers with a market data solution that provides a comprehensive view of the 
market in a cost-effective manner, which is important to many of our clients.” 
 
Bats offers two versions of the Bats One Feed – the Bats One Summary Feed and 
Bats One Premium Feed. Both feeds deliver a unified view of the aggregated quotes 
(Best Bid and Offer), trades (Last Sale), and the Bats One Premium feed also provides 
depth information (5 levels), including size, for all four equity exchanges operated by 
Bats.  
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 Consistent with Bats’ strategy of providing data at a lower cost to the industry, Bats 
One Feed is significantly less expensive than similar products on the market. Bats 
One Summary Feed is 60% less expensive per professional user1, about 85% less 
expensive for an enterprise license for professional users, and 50% lower for an 
enterprise license for non-professional users. Bats One Feed can be used as a 
standalone product or as a supplement to other market data products. 
 
For more information, please visit the Market Data – Bats One Feed section of the 
Bats website. 

 
About Bats Global Markets, Inc. 
Bats Global Markets, Inc., is a leading operator of exchanges and services for financial 
markets around the world with a stated mission of Making Markets Better. Bats 
operates the largest equities exchange in Europe and the continent’s largest trade 
reporting facility. In the U.S., Bats operates four stock exchanges, which taken 
together constitute the largest market for ETF trading and the second-largest 
equities market in the country. Bats also operates two U.S. options markets. Bats 
owns Hotspot, a leading institutional spot foreign exchange market. The company is 
headquartered in Kansas City with offices in New York, London, Chicago and 
Singapore. Visit bats.com and @BatsGlobal for more information.  
 
About Money.Net 
Money.Net, the next generation financial technology provider, is taking on industry 
giants Bloomberg and Thomson Reuters with its new financial data desktop and 
mobile platforms. The firm will bolster its already strong offering by adding 
innovative features and functionality which could change the way Wall Street views 
and consumes data. 
 
 

                                                        
1 Who are entitled to receive the competing product’s best bid and offer information for securities listed 
on Nasdaq, NYSE, NYSE MKT and other Tape B exchanges. 
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